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                                               New York, Nov. 28, 1836 –––

My Dear Sir – 

                         I have attentively considered your letter of the
10th – I am sincerely obliged to you for the sentiments it contains
& for the motives which prompted it – I had before resolved the
subject in my own mind & had partially marked out a
course for future pursuit – your views on the subject have
strengthened my own and led me to a settled determination –
and though my choice of a profession is not that which
you are most inclined to recommend, I think you will be
satisfied after hearing my reasons, that I am best fitted
for the Study of the Law & can enter that profession with the
best prospect for success –
                    My habits are those of a business man - and they
are suited to my feelings – and my experience has already
led me to the consideration of legal subjects & made me in
some degree conversant with the principles & practice of the Law -
this is so much already  acquired which will be of essential
                me
service to ^ in a further prosecution of the subject – Besides so
far as I have a conception of the Law I am satisfied that
I shall like it – This is half the battle – There is no study
which more severely tasks the power of the mind, it is a
structure of fixed and unalterable principles philosophically
                                                                          arranged



and happily applied to the every day transactions of life –
It has more of a business character & is therefore better suited
to my habits & feelings than the profession of Theology ––
I might succeed in this last & be a useful man – but I 
feel less prepared for this highest of professions & un certain
of success – The successful preacher of the Gospel requires
powers of the highest order - he must be persuasive – and
fluent – not merely correct & argumentative – but above
all the person who enters this profession must do it with
his whole feelings & soul – his mind & heart must be wholly
in it, he can not enter it, in my opinion, with a large
share of worldly views, and do good – it is not a profession
to be taken up for a mere livelehood – or even if a man
feels that he can do more good in any other profession –
I think, if there is a doubt in his mind, as to whether he
will be most useful, or not, in the ministry, he should not
assume its responsible duties. –
                    There is another consideration in favor of my
                                          own
choice – I can attend to my ^ business, which requires my thoughts
& which I do not get despair of, and in the course of my studies
I can do a good deal towards paying my way & all in the
line of my profession – I could do nothing of this kind if
I should study Theology – Every thing else must be dropped –
                       Again , having decided on the Law – where shall
I study? I thought of two places – Either to enter Judge
Mellen’s office in P. –– or some office here – And I have decided



on the latter. –– I must be here to settle my Sandwick tracts
whenever it comes along & if any disposition can be made
of my other lands I can do it here – besides there is vastly 
more law business done here than in Portland in proportion to
population - & lawyers are much better paid - & while studying
I can do more to assist myself – & my prospect would be
much better when admitted to practice – Many lawyers,
and only ordinary ones here, & who confine themselves almost
entirely to office business make some 6000 to 10000 & More
per annum  – And such business must always be better in
large cities where there is an immense mercantile business
[torn], than in smaller places – I have therefore
[torn] my name – here – should business require
me to come to Portland or to spend much time then I can 
enter some office there – it does not follow because I enter here
that I must study all the time here, or eventually practice here,
for the present & unless leater to Maine on business, I shall
put my whole mind to the subject here, I have according
entered the office of John N. Taylor & F.S. Kinney Esquire,
 No. 3. Narran T. – 
                                    In the spring a Law school will
be opened here in connection with the university, under the
direction of Benj. F. Butler Esq. Attorney General U.S –
of this I should avail myself  during my course, or of
the law school in Cambridge – My object is to get a
thorough knowledge of the Law, & while acquiring this
if my business affairs should turn out well, so much



the better, & if not I should have [?] to depend on
which does not require, Capital – but character, knowl-
-edge & application –    I hope you will approve of my
determination – I can sustain myself at some rate or
other & my wife too, –– You must not fear for me. –
                                                          K.B.Sewall

[address sideways]

Private } Ezekiel Day Esq. ~
                         Portland 
                                        Me,

[upside down at bottom of page]

P.S. I shall communicate to you further on the subject – I will merely
add that Lucretia willingly acquiesces & approves of my choice – She 
will not be absent from you more on this account, but probably less-
her health is remarkably good  – I am recovering from my cold – I
have bought a Blackstone – I wish you would only communicate
this letter to Mrs. Day – Give her my best regards & say that we are happy,
our only wish is that we might see you often. –– K.B.S.


